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Dates to Remember

● Sunday, April 18- Parents Night, 8:00 PM. Zoom ID: 613 770 2407. Password: SCDS1234

We will be discussing the Scholarship Tax Credit program, what it means for the growth of

Shaarei Chinuch, and it's relevance for each and every family in the school, regardless of

income level or age of your children. Please do your very best to attend this meeting.

● Friday, April 30- Lag B’omer. Walking trip to Rogers Park. Please contact your child’s

teacher if you would like to chaperone and are fully vaccinated for covid-19.

Announcements
● Please take 5-10 minutes to fill out our parent surveys that are being sent via email. We

have 1 for primary, and 1 for elementary. As you know, open communication is very

important here at Shaarei Chinuch. Your feedback is very important to us! Both surveys are

completely anonymous.

● Happy 6th Birthday to Menachem Bennish. Mazal Tov!

PLEASE NOTE: We want to make it clear that our Covid-19 policies are based on directives

from ISBE, IDPH, CDPH, and regular consultations with our health care advisor(s). We

understand that we have a parent body with opinions running the spectrum between extremely

worried (whether warranted or not - no judgement) and not at all worried (whether warranted or

not - no judgement). We need to remember that each of us has an opinion and feelings and that the

administration must take all factors into consideration. The administration is doing first and

foremost what is required of us, and within those guidelines, the specific decisions or details are

based on what we feel is best for our school, students and staff. We have seen the results of our

carefully planned policies in the fact that we have had only ONE case of covid in the school all

year (Bli Ayin HaRa). These rules apply to everyone, including teachers and their families. It is

imperative that we all partner together and keep the grumblings to a minimum, especially around

the children. The children see whether we are following rules and learn how they are supposed to

take rules and directives based on our behavior. Keeping the rules consistent gives the children a

sense of security.  We appreciate your understanding and continued cooperation!
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Primary Classrooms- Lilac/ Daisy
Dear Parents,

This week we began learning about Lag B’omer, and the story of Rabbi Akiva. This led to

many great discussions about Ahavas Yisroel, and respecting each other’s differences. We

practiced responding to someone who has a different opinion than us, in a way that doesn’t make

them feel bad. We also learned about the founding of the country of Israel, and Yom Ha’atzmaut.

We discussed the history of Eretz Yisroel- how Hashem promised it to Avraham, how we were sent

out when the Beis Hamikdash was destroyed, and how the founding of the country came to be. We

learned how to make a Jewish star, and the children had the opportunity to use many materials in

our classroom to create their own replica of the Israeli flag.

The children are continuing to progress through the curriculum, each at their own pace. For

example, just this week we had a child master the last of the abc sound boxes, two children master

the last of the Bob books, two children master the last of the Nekudos, and a child master the last

of the Alef Beis boxes! We have children working on their number recognition and one to one

correspondence, and are remembering more and more numbers each day. Children are teaching

each other extensions to the sensorial works (ie. different and more challenging ways to use the

materials), and discovering new extensions on their own. The best part is the pride and joy that the

children feel when they accomplish these goals that they’ve worked so hard towards. They are just

so proud of themselves, and so proud of their friends! Learning is fun, and feels good too!

We are continuing to enjoy the sunshine and fresh air, and playing on our wonderful

playground. We now have the addition of a balance beam, outdoor sensory bins, jump ropes, and

balls. The children use this time to strengthen their gross motor skills and coordination, develop

their social skills, and delve into their imagination to create and implement fun games with their

peers. We also use this time to continue working on conflict resolution skills, and the children

often ask to bring the peace rose outside, to help in this area. Many children are making huge

progress in their climbing and swinging skills, as well as in their confidence on the playground.

Wishing you a wonderful weekend and a good Shabbos.

Morahs Mushky, Naomi, Julie, Frieda, and Leah Chana
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Parshas Tazria-Metzora Questions
1. What is the name of this week’s parsha? (Tazria-Metzora)

2. During the time of the Mishkan, what did a woman need to do once she had a

baby? (give a korban)

3. What happens to a baby boy on the eighth day after he is born? (He has a bris)

4. What was something icky that used to happen when someone did some kinds of

bad choices? (they would get Tzaraas)

5. Who would they ask if something was tzaraas? (the kohen)

6. What color was tzaraas? (white)

7. Name at least one reason someone would get tzaraas. (saying Lashon

Hara, killing, marrying someone the Torah said not to, stealing)

8. Where would the person with tzaraas have to go? (out of the city)

Lag B’omer Questions- Part 1
1. What was Akiva’s job? (A shepherd/ taking care of sheep)

2. Did Akiva know how to read Alef Beis? (no)

3. One day Akiva was in the field taking care of sheep, and what did he see? (Water dripping onto

a rock, and it made a hole in the rock)

4. What did Rochel tell Akiva? (It’s never too late to start learning Torah)

5. After they got married, where did Akiva go? (To Yeshiva)

6. For how many years? (12)

7. When Akiva came back, what did Rochel tell her friend? (I don’t mind if he learns in Yeshiva

for another 12 years)

8. When Akiva heard this, where did he go? (Back to Yeshiva!)

9. After learning so much Torah, what did Akiva’s name become? (Rabbi Akiva)

10. How many students did Rabbi Akiva have? (24,000)

11. Why did Rabbi Akiva’s students die? (Because they didn’t respect each other/ have Ahavas

Yisroel)

12. What day did they stop dying? (Lag B’omer)
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Daisy/Lilac Photos
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Elementary
Dear Parents,

These weeks have been a whirlwind of activity. We got back from vacation and everyone was

excited to get to work. The weather was beautiful and we utilized it to go out to the park and

observe nature. It was beautiful to see how friends were eager to write their observations, and even

delayed playing in the playground to do so.

Some friends decided to do extensive research projects about animals this week. Lap books

have made their way into our classroom and children have been excitedly researching, cutting,

pasting and discussing the work they are doing. We have added an ipad for research to our

classroom. We are in the process of finding the appropriate websites for children to use and

making sure that the proper parental controls and safeguards are in place. We are excited to have

this resource available, and for our friends to learn to research electronically as well.

For those of you who do not know what a

lapbook is, here is an example of one I

found on the web ( It is not one done by

any of our classmates, but it gives a

general idea):

Fred has finally returned to our

classroom. The children are delighted to

have her back and have each spent time

observing her. We watched Morah

Daniella feed her worms and were very grossed out when she cut a worm in half and then did not

actually eat it. :-O

Everyone has been working hard on their math and language skills as well as their Hebrew and

chumash learning. Some friends started learning parshas Lech Lecha and are excited to be learning

Chumash. Kriya and MFCW (most frequent chumash words) have been taken off the shelf even

more than usual.

Morah Yasmeen has joined our classroom. She is shadowing Morah Daniella in order to learn

the ways of the elementary classroom. The children have all been excited to have her in our group.
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Thursday was Blue and White day in honor of Medinat Israel’s birthday… we heard the

dramatic story of the United Nations deciding that a country could be established and the

Declaration of the State of Israel on Hey Iyar in 1948. We learned about the war of Independence,

the 6 day war and the Yom Kippur war. We learned about the great miracles Hashem made that

allowed us to persevere when being attacked by neighboring countries all around us. Morah

Daniella drew a rough picture of the map of Israel and the countries that attacked. The children

were so cute when they tried to discover some way that the Jewish people could “escape” the

surrounding enemies. I explained that the enemy had surrounded Israel and that my map was not

exact. Our class learned a song for Yom Haatzmaut and learned Hebrew vocabulary associated

with it. We then had a “birthday celebration” for the country. Morah Daniella informed the

children that the most important thing to remember, when thinking about the country of Israel is

that the people there are our fellow Jews. It is our job to support and love our fellow Jews (since

Ahavas Yisrael is a big mitzvah) and that this is important no matter what people’s feelings are

about the secular State of Israel. I explained that in our community we hear many different ideas

about the modern State of Israel. People have different opinions about its existence and that how

they feel about it. It is ok to have different opinions since that is one of the many things that makes

our world interesting, but we must always treat people with respect and kindness (even if we do

not agree with them).

On Thursday, Kehilla Fund came and took pictures of our school. As a result we will have

beautiful, professional pictures of children at work at our school. We look forward to seeing the

pictures and kvelling over the children!

This Sunday is parents’ night and we will be hearing more about the different Government

Scholarship and Tax Credit opportunities and what this means for our school and parent body! We

look forward to having you present and spending time with you there. This will of course be on

zoom as is the protocol this year.

We look forward to next week and all the cool learning opportunities it will bring.

Have a wonderful Shabbos and a great weekend,

Morah Daniella, Morah Ninveh and Morah Yasmeen
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Elementary Photos


